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Free Vibration Analysis of
Arbitrarily Shaped Plates With
Smoothly Varying Free Edges
Using NDIF Method
The so-called non-dimensional influence function method that was developed by the
authors is extended to free vibration analysis of arbitrarily shaped plates with the free
boundary condition. A method proposed in this paper can be applied to plates with only
smoothly varying boundary shapes. In the proposed method, a local polar coordinate
system has been employed at each boundary node to effectively consider the free bound-
ary condition, which is much more complex than the simply supported or clamped bound-
ary condition. The local coordinates system devised allowed us to successfully deal with
the radius of curvature involved in the free boundary condition, and, as a result, the
accuracy of the proposed method has been reinforced. Finally, verification examples
showed that the natural frequency and mode shapes obtained by the proposed method
agree excellently with those given by other analytical or numerical methods.
�DOI: 10.1115/1.2730531�
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Introduction
The so-called non-dimensional influence function �NDIF�
ethod �a method using non-dimensional dynamic influence func-

ions� �1–5� that was introduced by the authors has advantages in
olving free vibration problems, compared with the finite element
ethod �FEM� �6� and the boundary element method �7,8�. Since

o interpolation function is used in the NDIF method �two basis
unctions are used instead�, no integration procedure is involved
n its theoretical formulation. As a result, the NDIF method needs

small amount of numerical calculation and yields rapidly con-
erged results �natural frequencies and mode shapes�. However,
he NDIF method has the weak points that it needs an additional
reatment to remove spurious eigenvalues �4�, it cannot be directly
pplied to a multi-connected domain problem and the multi-
omain method should be used �3�, and it may have an ill-
onditioned system matrix when too many nodes are used.

In this paper, the NDIF method is extended to the free vibration
nalysis of free plates of smooth, arbitrary shapes having no cor-
er. Polygonal plates having corners, such as triangular and rect-
ngular ones, will be considered in another paper, because two
ases with and without corners are quite different in their theoret-
cal formulations.

As surveyed in the previous paper �5� reported by the authors,
any researchers have studied the free vibrations of plates with a

ariety of shapes and boundary conditions �9–25�. Recently, the
refftz method and the method of fundamental solutions similar to

he NDIF method have been introduced �26–29�. However, ana-
ytical methods for arbitrarily shaped plates with the free bound-
ry condition have been little reported in the open literature to the
uthors’ best knowledge. This rarity may result from the fact that
he free boundary condition has many mathematical difficulties
ecause it consists of two complicated differential equations of
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higher order. In this paper �to settle the aforementioned difficul-
ties�, a local polar coordinate system is devised to simplify the
free boundary condition that is generally expressed by the normal-
tangential coordinate system �30�. A detailed explanation on the
local polar coordinate system will be given in the body of the
paper.

On the other hand, similar to previous papers �4,5� dealing with
clamped or simply supported boundary condition, the linear su-
perposition of non-dimensional dynamic influence functions is as-
sumed as an approximate solution for the flexural vibration of free
plates in the paper. By using the local polar coordinates system,
the free boundary condition is applied to the approximate solution.
One can then obtain the system matrix, the singular values of
which consist of correct eigenvalues and spurious ones. On the
other hand, the spurious eigenvalues are removed by using a
method similar to that used in the previous paper �4�.

Unlike the previous papers �4,5�, it should be noted in this
paper dealing with the free boundary condition that a functional
value of the non-dimensional dynamic influence function diverges
when the distance between two nodes involved in the function
becomes zero. In this paper, this divergence problem is success-
fully overcome by extracting the limit form of the non-
dimensional dynamic influence function.

In addition, an approach similar to that used in the previous
work �4,5� is used to remove spurious eigenvalues, which corre-
spond to the eigenvalues of a membrane with the same shape as
the free plate of interest. The validity and accuracy of eigenvalues
and mode shapes found by the proposed method were verified by
several comparison tests.

2 Theoretical Development

2.1 Governing Equation and Boundary Conditions for
Free Plates. Consider a thin, isotropic plate of which the bound-
ary � is depicted with the dotted line in Fig. 1. The governing
differential equation for free flexural vibration of this plate has the

form �30�
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D�4w + �s

�2w

�t2 = 0 �1�

here the operator �4=�2�2 is known as the biharmonic opera-
or, w=w�r , t�is the transverse deflection at position vector r, �s is
he surface density of the plate, and D=Eh3 /12�1−�2� is the flex-
ral rigidity. If the plate vibration is assumed as a harmonic vi-
ration w�r , t�=W�r�f�t�, where W�r� depends on the spatial co-
rdinate only and f�t� is a time-dependent harmonic function of
ircular frequency �, Eq. �1� leads to

�4W − �4W = 0 �2�

here �= ��s�
2 /D�1/4 is the frequency parameter. Furthermore, if

he boundary of the plate is assumed as a free edge, the boundary
onditions are

Mn�W�r�� = 0 �3�

Vn�W�r�� = 0 on � �4�

here Mn and Vn denote the bending moment and vertical force at
he edge, respectively �30�. For the particular case of a circular
late �30�, Mn and Vn can be expressed in the polar coordinates
ystem �r ,��, respectively, as follows

Mr = − D� �2W

�r2 +
�

r

�W

�r
+

�

r2

�2W

��2 � �5�

Vr = − D� �3W

�r3 +
1

r

�2W

�r2 −
1

r2

�W

�r
+

2 − �

r2

�3W

�r � �2 −
3 − �

r3

�2W

��2 �
�6�

hich will later be referred to for the development of a local polar
oordinates system devised in this paper.

2.2 Assumption of the General Solution and Discretization
f Boundary Conditions. Similar to the general solution of plates
ith the clamped boundary condition �4� or the mixed boundary

ondition �5� in previous research, that of a free plate depicted by
he dotted line in Fig. 1 is assumed as a linear superposition of the
on-dimensional dynamic influence functions defined in an infi-

ig. 1 An arbitrarily shaped plate depicted by the dotted con-
our along which N boundary nodes are distributed
ite plate
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W�r� = �
k=1

N

�AkJ0���r − rk�� + BkI0���r − rk��� �7�

where N is the number of nodes distributed along the boundary of
the plate, J0 and I0 denote Bessel functions of order zero of the
first and second kinds, respectively, and rk is the position vector
for node Pk in Fig. 1. Note that Eq. �7� automatically satisfies the
governing equation �2� because it is made by a linear superposi-
tion of non-dimensional dynamic influence functions satisfying
the governing equation. Because of this fact, an eigensolution of
the plate can be obtained by applying the free boundary conditions
�3� and �4� to �7�.

Since the NDIF method is based on a kind of collocation tech-
nique, Eqs. �3� and �4� defined continuously along the boundary �
are approximated as discrete boundary conditions, which are de-
fined discretely at nodes on �

Mn�W�ri�� = 0 �8�

Vn�W�ri�� = 0 i = 1,2, . . . ,N �9�

where ri denotes the position vector indicating the ith node on �
in Fig. 1.

2.3 Introduction of a Local Polar Coordinates System. A
polar coordinates system is generally used for plates of only cir-
cular shape, but in this paper, is used to consider free boundary
conditions of an arbitrarily shaped plate with a smoothly varying
boundary. For reference, unknown element fields in FE implemen-
tations are typically expressed in an element-based local coordi-
nate system. A special idea is devised to express the discrete free
boundary conditions �8� and �9� with a polar coordinates system.
The idea is to locally define a polar coordinates system for each
node as shown in Fig. 2, where the ith local polar coordinates
system for node Pi is illustrated.

The key feature of the ith local polar coordinates system is that
the normal direction of the boundary measured at node Pi coin-
cides with the radial direction of the coordinates system because
the origin �Oi� of the coordinates system is intentionally located at
the center of curvature of the boundary measured at node Pi.
Because of this feature, Eqs. �8� and �9� can be immediately
changed as

Fig. 2 Local polar coordinates system „ri ,�i… for considering
the free boundary condition of node Pi „the origin Oi of the
coordinates system is located at the center of curvature mea-
sured at node Pi, and Ri is the radius of curvature measured at
node Pi…
Mr�W�ri�� = 0 �10�
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Vr�W�ri�� = 0 1,2, . . . ,N �11�
hich may be explicitly expressed, in the same forms as Eqs. �5�

nd �6�, as follows

LM�i��W�ri�� = 0 �12�

LV�i��W�ri�� = 0 i = 1,2, . . . ,N �13�

n which differential operators LM�i� and LV�i� are

ig. 3 Flow chart illustrating the theoretical development pro-
edure of the present method

ig. 4 „xi ,yi…, „xk ,yk…, and „x0i ,y0i… denote coordinates of node
i, node Pk, and origin Oi, respectively, for the global coordi-
ates system „x ,y…; this figure also illustrates that node Pk ap-

roaches node Pi

ournal of Vibration and Acoustics
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LM�i� =
�2

�ri
2 +

�

ri

�

�ri
+

�

ri
2

�2

��i
2 �14�

LV�i� =
�3

�ri
3 +

1

ri

�2

�ri
2 −

1

ri
2

�

�ri
+

2 − �

ri
2

�3

�ri � �i
2 −

3 − �

ri
3

�2

��i
2 �15�

where ri and �i denote the ith local polar coordinates.

Fig. 5 Discrete boundary nodes of the circular plate when „a…
N=12 and „b… N=16

Fig. 6 Logarithm curves for det„SMplate… /det„SMmem… of the cir-
cular plate when N=12 and N=16; the resolution of increment

of the frequency parameter is 1/1000
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2.4 Extraction of the System Matrix. In this section, the
ystem matrix that gives eigenvalues and eigenmodes is extracted
y substituting the general solution �7� into the free boundary
onditions �12� and �13�. Equations �12� and �13� then lead to,
espectively

LM�i��W�ri�� = �
k=1

N

AkLM�i��J0���ri − rk��� + �
k=1

N

BkLM�i��I0���ri

− rk��� = 0 �16�

LV�i��W�ri�� = �
k=1

N

AkLV�i��J0���ri − rk��� + �
k=1

N

BkLV�i��I0���ri

− rk��� = 0 �17�

i = 1,2, . . . ,N

hich may be expressed as a simple matrix equation

SMplateC = 0 �18�

here 2N�2N system matrix SMplate and system vector C are
iven by

Table 1 Eigenvalues of the circular plate obt
and FEM

Eigenvalues Proposed method Leissa �

N=12 N=16
CPU time 9.2 min 13 min

�1 2.2939 2.2939 2.291
�2 3.0115 3.0115 3.014
�3 3.4991 3.4991 3.497
�4 4.5291 4.5291 4.529
�5 4.6393 4.6397 4.647
�6 None 5.7499 5.753
�7 5.9365 5.9365 5.942
�8 6.2054 6.2054 6.219

ig. 7 First eight mode shapes of the circular plate obtained

y the proposed method „N=16…
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SMplate = 	SMM
J SMM

I

SMV
J SMV

I 
 �19�

C = �A1 A2 . . . AN B1 B2 . . . BN�T �20�

and the elements of sub-matrices SMM
J , SMM

I , SMV
J , and SMV

I can
be calculated by

SMM
J �i,k� = LM�i��J0���ri − rk��� �21�

SMM
I �i,k� = LM�i��I0���ri − rk��� �22�

SMV
J �i,k� = LV�i��J0���ri − rk��� �23�

SMV
I �i,k� = LV�i��I0���ri − rk��� �24�

Finally, in the same approach taken in the authors’ previous re-
search �4�, the eigenvalues of the free plate can be obtained by
plotting logarithm values of det�SMplate� /det�SMmem�, where
SMmem represents the system matrix of a fixed membrane with the
same shape as the free plate. Theoretical development procedures

ed by the proposed method, Leissa’s source,

FEM �ANSYS�

4439 nodes 3268 nodes 1937 nodes
2.3 min 1.8 min 1.2 min

2.2969 2.2953 2.2949
3.0159 3.0148 3.0142
3.4990 3.4987 3.4984
4.5357 4.5319 4.5310
4.6380 4.6377 4.6377
5.7464 5.7463 5.7466
5.9425 5.9393 5.9382
6.2193 6.2141 6.2134

Fig. 8 Discrete boundary nodes of the elliptic plate when „a…
ain

23�

9
0
1
9
6
3
5
3

N=12 and „b… N=16
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f the proposed method are summarized in Fig. 3. Note that
et�SMplate� is divided by det�SMmem� to remove the spurious
igenvalues generated due to the incompleteness of the general
olution, and that the incompleteness results from choosing only
wo bases �4,29�. For a more rigorous way of removing the spu-
ious eigenvalues, refer to Chen’s paper �31�.

On the other hand, �ri−rk� in Eqs. �21�–�24� should be ex-
ressed with the local polar coordinates ri and �i to differentiate
0�� �ri−rk � � and I0�� �ri−rk � � with respect to ri and �i. As illus-
rated in Fig. 4, �ri−rk�, the distance between nodes Pi and Pk,

ay be expressed as

�ri − rk� = �xi − xk�2 + �yi − yk�2 �25�

here �xi ,yi� and �xk ,yk� are coordinates of nodes Pi and Pk,
espectively, about the global coordinates system �x ,y�. If using
he local polar coordinates ri and �i, �xi ,yi� can be expressed as

�xi,yi� = �x0i + ri cos �i,y0i + ri sin �i� �26�

here �x0i ,y0i� denotes coordinates of origin Oi about the global
oordinates system. Finally, substituting Eq. �26� into Eq. �25�
ields

�ri − rk� = �ri cos �i + x0i − xk�2 + �ri cos �i + y0i − yk�2 �27�

here x0i, xk, y0i, and yk are given by the shape of the plate of
nterest.

2.5 Divergence Problem. One may notice that Eqs. �21�–�24�
annot be evaluated for i=k because �ri−rk� is involved in de-
ominators of terms generated when the equations are expanded
y applying LM�i� and LV�i� to J0�� �ri−rk � � and I0�� �ri−rk � � �i.e.,
qs. �21�–�24� diverge for i=k because the denominators become
eros�. Thus, limit forms of Eqs. �21�–�24� for i=k will be found
y approaching node Pk to node Pi as shown in Fig. 4.
From Eq. �26�, �xk ,yk� may also be expressed as

�xk,yk� = �x0i + rk cos �k,y0i + rk sin �k� �28�
hich is substituted into Eq. �27�. Equation �27� then leads to

�ri − rk� = ri
2 + rk

2 − 2rirk cos��k − �i� �29�

rom which it may be said that approaching node Pk to node Pi
enotes that rk→ri and �k→�i. Thus, the limit values of Eqs.
21�–�24� for i=k are calculated by means of rk→ri and �k→�i as
ollows

SMM
J �i,i� = lim

rk→ri
�k→�i

LM�i��I0���ri − rk��� =
�1 + ��

2
�2 �30�

SMM
I �i,i� = lim

rk→ri
�k→�i

LM�i��I0���ri − rk��� =
�1 + ��

2
�2 �31�

Table 2 Eigenvalues of the elliptic plate obt
and FEM

Eigenvalues Proposed method Sato �2

N=12 N=16

�1 1.8058 1.8057 1.806
�2 1.9527 1.9519 Non
�3 2.7331 2.7331 2.733
�4 2.8267 2.8307 Non
�5 2.9198 2.9119 Non
�6 3.6926 3.6929 Non
�7 3.7560 3.8032 3.802
�8 3.8174 3.8416 Non
ournal of Vibration and Acoustics
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SMV
J �i,i� = lim

rk→ri
�k→�i

LV�i��J0���ri − rk��� = 0 �32�

SMV
I �i,i� = lim

rk→ri
�k→�i

LV�i��I0���ri − rk��� = 0 �33�

where �ri−rk� was given by Eq. �29�. For reference, similar work
to measure Eqs. �30�–�33� has been done in a previous paper �32�.

3 Verification Examples
To verify the proposed method, free vibration analyses of cir-

cular, elliptic, and arbitrarily shaped plates with free boundary
conditions were carried out. For each case, the eigenvalues ob-
tained by the proposed method were compared with those ob-
tained by another analytical method and FEM �ANSYS�. The mode
shapes found by the proposed method are also presented in this
paper.

3.1 Free Circular Plate. As shown in Fig. 5, the boundary of
the free circular plate of unit radius is discretized with 12 and 16
nodes. For reference, the ill-condition of the system matrix occurs
for 24 nodes, which is because the distance between adjacent
nodes is too close.

Logarithmic values of det�SMplate� /det�SMmem� for 12 and 16
nodes are plotted as a function of � in Fig. 6 where the values of
� corresponding to the troughs represent the eigenvalues of the
plate. In addition, note that the values of � corresponding to the
peaks in Fig. 6 represent the eigenvalues of the membrane with

ed by the proposed method, Sato’s method,

FEM �ANSYS�

4335 nodes 2773 nodes 1778 nodes

1.8058 1.8060 1.8065
1.9530 1.9520 1.9523
2.7355 2.7344 2.7363
2.8306 2.8308 2.8306
2.9133 2.9117 2.9116
3.6958 3.6937 3.6942
3.8016 3.8016 3.8012
3.8400 3.8388 3.8389

Fig. 9 Logarithm curves for det„SMplate… /det„SMmem… of the el-
liptic plate when N=12 and N=16; the resolution of increment
of the frequency parameter is 1/1000
ain
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he same shape as the plate. The first eight eigenvalues of the free
ircular plate obtained by the proposed method, Leissa’s source,
nd FEM �ANSYS� are summarized in Table 1. It may be said that
he proposed method yields accurate results for only a small num-
er of nodes, when the eigenvalues by the proposed method for
=16 are compared with those by FEM for 4439 nodes. Figure 7

hows the first eight mode shapes of the plate found by the pro-
osed method. The mode shapes were in good agreement with
hose by FEM, which have been omitted in this paper.

It may be, interestingly, seen in Table 1 that the sixth eigen-
alue ��6� was not found for N=12. This results from the fact that
he sixth mode has too many nodal lines in the circumferential
irection to describe the mode shapes with only 12 nodes. On the
ther hand, although the seventh and eighth modes are higher
odes than the sixth mode, they were successfully found for N
12. This is because, as shown in Figs. 7�g� and 7�h�, they have

mall numbers of nodal lines in the circumferential direction,
ompared with the sixth mode.

In summary, the minimum number of nodes is 16 for the first
ight eigenvalues and the maximum number of nodes is 20 for
voiding the ill-condition of the system matrix when the number
f nodes is increased by 4. Thus, it may be said that the present
ethod has a proper region in the number of nodes for accurate

igenvalues.

3.2 Free Elliptic Plate. Another verification example is an
lliptic plate whose minor axis is unit length and the ratio of the
ajor axis to the minor axis is 1:4. For N=12 and N=16, the

ocations of boundary nodes of the plate are illustrated in Fig. 8.
n Fig. 9, logarithmic values of det�SMplate� /det�SMmem� are
hown as a function of � for the two cases of discretized models
for reference, the ill-condition of the system matrix occurs for 24
odes�. It may be seen in Table 2 that the proposed method yields
ccurate results that show little difference with FEM results for
335 nodes. In addition, Fig. 10 shows mode shapes found by the
roposed method and they have been checked to agree well with
hose by FEM �ANSYS�.

On the other hand, in Table 2 eigenvalues have also been pre-

ig. 10 First eight mode shapes of the elliptic plate obtained
y the proposed method „N=16…
ented by Sato’s method �24�, which is by now unique as an

41010-6 / Vol. 130, AUGUST 2008
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analytical method for free vibrations of free elliptic plates to the
authors’ best knowledge. It should be noticed that Sato’s method
gives only three eigenvalues among eight ones ��1−�8�, but the
proposed method successfully gives entire eigenvalues.

3.3 Free Plate of Arbitrary Shape. Finally, free vibration
analysis is carried out for an arbitrarily shaped plate for which
there exists no analytical solution. As illustrated in Fig. 11, the
plate is composed of the half-circle and half-ellipse, of which the
minor axis is unit length and the ratio of the major axis to the
minor axis is 1:4. In addition, the boundary of the plate is dis-
cretized with 12 and 16 nodes.

In Fig. 12, the logarithmic values of det�SMplate� /det�SMmem�
are shown as a function of � for N=8, N=12, and N=16 �for
reference, the ill-condition of the system matrix occurs for 24
nodes�. A comparison between the proposed and the numerical

Fig. 11 Discrete boundary nodes of the arbitrarily shaped
plate, composed of a half-circle and a half-ellipse, when „a… N
=12 and „b… N=16

Fig. 12 Logarithm curves for det„SMplate… /det„SMmem… of the
arbitrarily shaped plate when N=12 and N=16; the resolution of

increment of the frequency parameter is 1/1000
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ethod �ANSYS� is summarized in Table 3. It can be found from
able 3 that, although the proposed method uses only a small
umber of nodes �16 nodes�, it gives results close to FEM results
omputed by using a large number of nodes �4095 nodes�. The
ode shapes of the plate that were obtained by the present method

re shown in Fig. 13, which were found to agree well with those
y FEM.

In addition, it may be confirmed from Table 3 that the conver-
ence of eigenvalues is non-monotonic for the third, sixth, and
ighth eigenvalues. Thus, it may be concluded that the conver-
ence of the method is non-monotonic. For reference, the non-
onotonic convergence of eigenvalues was confirmed in the au-

hor’s previous papers �4,5�.

Conclusions
In this paper, the NDIF method has been successfully extended

o the free vibration analysis of arbitrarily shaped plates with the
ree boundary condition. Verification examples show that the pro-
osed method yields accurate eigenvalues and mode shapes ex-
remely close to those from other analytical methods and FEM
ANSYS�, even when only a small number of nodes is used com-
ared with FEM. Since the proposed method has been especially
eveloped for plates with only smoothly varying boundaries �note
hat, due to this specialty, it gives very accurate results�, it cannot
e applied immediately to plates with straight edges. Thus, a new
pproach effective for polygonal plates such as triangular and

Table 3 Eigenvalues of the arbitrarily shaped

Eigenvalues Proposed method

N=8 N=12 N=1

�1 2.4230 2.4656 2.478
�2 2.5653 2.6277 2.634
�3 3.5737 3.5812 3.579
�4 None 3.8972 3.907
�5 None 4.0425 4.042
�6 4.9431 4.8216 4.842
�7 None 5.2968 5.229
�8 5.4725 5.3728 5.407

ig. 13 First eight mode shapes of the arbitrarily shaped plate

btained by the proposed method „N=16…

ournal of Vibration and Acoustics
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rectangular plates will be presented in another paper following
this paper.
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